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Identification of the hypothetical ^[-regions of the sun earlier postu
lated (Bartels, 1932) to explain 27-day recurrent geomagnetic storm s, has 
eluded astronom ers for many years. Allen (1944) concluded that j.vl-regions, 
which are m ost evident in years preceding minimum solar activity, coincide 
with undisturbed areas of the solar surface,, Bruzek {1952) and Bell and 
G lazer (1954) showed that geomagnetic disturbances are, on the average, 
m ore severe when pronounced minima of the em ission corona are three 
days of solar rotation,, or about 40° of longitude, past central meridian of 
the sun. Pecker and Roberts (1955) suggested that solar spicules d istri

buted over the whole solar disk shoot corpuscular stream s into the solar 
atmosphere,, and that these stream s are favorably deflected towards earth 
where they He in regions of low coronal em ission over undisturbed solar 
a reas. In all of these authors' views geomagnetic disturbances result 
when the corpuscular stream s reach earth about three days after leaving 
the sun,

Kiepenheuer (1947)s however, suggested the contrary hypothesis that 
the corpuscular source is not spicules, but rather the large quiescent 

prominences found at intermediate and high latitudes in years preceding 
solar minimum, To test Kiepenheuerss hypothesis with m aterial from an 

independent sample, we have now measured lim b  prominence areas f r o m  
maps prepared and distributed by the High Altitude Observatory (Trotter 
and Roberts, 1951-54) and compared the average prominence areas with 
selected days of large and sm all geomagnetic disturbance, Kiepenheuer 
studied dark filament areas on the solar disk, rather than litv>b prominence 
a reas. It seem s to us, however, that the prominence areas, projected to
C.vlP from both lim bs, should reflect the effect suggested by Kiepenheuer.

Our prominence maps have been prepared from photographic lim b - 
prominence observations in Balmer-alpha of hydrogen made with
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birefringent filters of 4 A. half-width at the Upper Air ciesearch 
Observatory, Sunspot, New Mexico, by Harvard College Observatory, and 
at Climax, Colorado, by the High Altitude Observatory, The periods 
covered by maps now available include j.v$ay-November 1 951 s February- 
October 1953; and February-June 1954. From  these maps we measured 
first the area in international prominence units* of a ll prominences in 
latitudes greater than 20° and then all lying in latitudes above 30% We used 
only those central meridian dates for which we had prominence data from  
both east and west lim bs. Such m easures were available for 7 9 %  of the 
days in our study. For each date we summed all prominence areas within 
the specified latitude zones.

We then subjected the area sums to superposed epoch analysis, using 
as zero dates as shown in Figure 1; (a) the five m ost magnetically distur
bed dates of each month, and (b) the five m ost magnetically quiet days 
(CRPL, 1951-54), Thus the figures show average prominence areas 
corresponding to the days preceding and following geomagnetically distur
bed and quiet days,, ^vlean prominence areas for the whole tim e-sam ple  
are also shown. Each graph contains 83 zero dates for each curve.

No significant trends of prominence area with respect to the m agne
tic disturbance dates can be discerned. The results, thus, do not confirm  
the finding of Kiepenheuer (1947) for the years of low activity 1910-14  and 
1920-25 , which gave a maximum average disk prominence area on the fourth 
day preceding disturbed magnetic conditions. The upper curves of Figure 1 
show that the values for these days lie slightly below the mean. Nor do we 
find any trend with quiet days. We intend soon to repeat this analysis using 
instead of limb prominences the projected areas of dark filaments near the 
solar center. We conclude, nonetheless, that these results support the 
supposition that the AvI-regions must be identified with som e solar feature 
other than the large prominences at intermediate and high solar latitudes.

I , One international prominence unit corresponds to an area at the solar 
lim b bounded by one second of arc of the celestial sphere in height and 
one degree of angle of the solar periphery in length.
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Figure 1 „ Above; Course of average prominence area on days pre
ceding and following aero days representing fche 5 m ost 
geomagnetically disturbed days in each month.

Below; Same for zero days representing the 5 least 
geomagnetically disturbed days.


